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Abstract
Relatively low quantum yield (QY), time-consuming scanning and strong absorption of light in
tissue are some of the issues present in the development of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs)
for biomedical applications. In this paper we systematically optimize several aspects of optical
excitation of UCNPs to improve their applicability in bioimaging and biotherapy. A novel multi-photon evanescent wave (EW) excitation modality is proposed for UCNP-based microscopy.
The scanning-free, ultrahigh contrast and high spatiotemporal resolution method could simultaneously track a few particles in a large area with a speed of up to 350 frames per second. The HeLa
cancer cell membrane imaging was successfully performed using NaYF4: 20% Yb3+/2% Er3+ targeting
nanoparticles. Studies with different tissues were made to illustrate the impact of optical property
parameters on the deep imaging ability of 920-nm band excitation. In the experiments a semiconductor laser with a 920 nm wavelength was used to excite UCNPs in tissue phantom at five
depths. Our experimental and computational results have shown that in UCNP-based diffusion
optical imaging with 920-nm laser excitation could lead to larger imaging depth range compared to
traditional 974-nm excitation in a wide dynamic range of tissue species. As the QY is power density
dependent, a pulsed laser is proposed to improve the QY of UCNPs. This proposal is promising in
drastically increasing the imaging depth and efficiency of photodynamic therapy.
Key words: upconverting, total internal reflection, pulsed excitation, deep imaging, quantum yield.

Introduction
Upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) constitute
a novel type of contrast agent with interesting and
unique properties for luminescence bio-imaging1.
Superior to organic dyes and quantum dots (QDs),
UCNPs enable autofluoresence-free imaging under
near-infrared excitation2. The research topic of UCNPs
has become popular for biomedical applications, particularly optical bioimaging. UCNPs exhibit practi-

cally no autofluorescence, no photobleaching, no
blinking, large anti-Stokes shifts, sharp emission band,
deep detection ability and a high spatial resolution3, 4.
In recent years, UCNPs have therefore attracted much
attention in the biophotonics area. They have widely
been employed in in vitro microscopy5-7, small animal
imaging8, 9, diffusion optical tomography10, multimodal animal imaging11, 12, high sensitivity biosens-
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ing13, 14 and photodynamic therapy (PDT)15, 16.
However, there are still some challenges (despite
the unique optical property and rapid development of
this nanoparticle), such as relatively low QY17, 18, time
consuming scanning19, 20 and strong absorption of
excitation light in issue21-23. Although fluoride-based
inorganic
upconverting
nanoparticles
of
3+
3+
NaYF4:Er /Yb are significantly more efficient for
multiphoton excited fluorescence when compared to
quantum dots, gold nanoparticles and organic dyes18,
the absolute QY is still on the magnitude order of 1%
(absolute value depending on the composite,
size/shape and excitation) – much lower than the QYs
of downconversion luminescence and not enough for
really deep tissue imaging and therapy24, 25. Although
ex vivo study using NaYbF4:Tm3+/CaF2 of large
amount and concentration demonstrated the imaging
depth of 3.2 cm26, 27, to date almost all the animal in
vivo studies are still in the stage of the subcutaneous
tumor model, where the involved imaging/therapy
depth were actually not deep (1-cm level). To highlight the advantages and improve the applicability of
UCNPs, it is very important to significantly increase
the depth of imaging and therapy.
The absence of photobleaching and photoblinking, as well as the uniqueness of high spatial resolution, enable precise tracking of one single UCNP4.
Thus, individual UCNPs possess such ideal properties
suitable for single nanoparticles imaging/tracking,
which enables one to use one single bright/small
UCNP for probing a single protein, such as mapping a
single protein moving through a cell, neuron cell interaction, and the process of brain cells connecting
together to form a synapse28, 29. However, most of
UCNP-based microscopy studies were performed in
laser scanning (confocal) modality, where a long
scanning time is required19, 20. It is because of the long
lifetime (us-ms) and low QY of nanoparticles (statistically each ion only emits one photon during one
lifetime period) that the dwelling time at each pixel is
relatively long, disenabling rapid track events in the
bioprocesses.
Wide
field
microscopy
with
epi-illumination could be an alternative way to overcome this time-consuming scanning problem5, 19.
However, larger excitation power (to reach a certain
power density) would be necessary. In addition, it has
to go through cell samples and growth media. This
will induce a heating effect (which could damage cell
activity)21. More importantly, the unwanted scattering
of both excitation and emission light will blur the
image and reduce the resolution/contrast30.
The commonly used UCNPs employ Yb3+ ions as
sensitizers, which have a strong absorption band at
974 nm. However, this absorption band coincides
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with that of water, which causes light attenuation and
heating. Due to the previous report it is effective to
shift the excitation wavelength to the 915 nm absorption band of Yb3+ to improve the penetration depth
and reduce the heating of tissue in imaging applications. Although this absorption band is weaker than
the 975 nm band, excitation at this wavelength has
been demonstrated to be very feasible and motivated
for in vitro cell imaging, and imaging of very deeply
embedded targets within tissues21, 31-33.However, the
condition determining which excitation wavelength
for optimal use is not trivial and is related to the optical properties of the studied tissue and the imaging
depth of interest. Thus consideration must be taken
based on the experimental conditions. The impact of
the optical properties of the tissue on the deep imaging ability of the 920 nm band is not clear yet. A further comprehensive study for tissues with different
properties is also very important.
Similar to two-photon fluorescence from quantum dots and organic dyes, the QY of UCNPs is also
power density dependent rather than a constant18. In
this regard, one can use a larger power density (fluence rate inside the tissue) of a pulsed laser to give a
“higher QY” of UCNPs before they get saturated.
However, the saturation power density of UCNPs is
not as large as those of organics dyes18. Another difference from the two-photon fluorescence microscopy
is that the excitation of UCNPs relies on intermediate
states of long lifetimes, which means that pulses
shorter than a few milliseconds do not improve the
QY substantially. Consequently, a microsecond or
millisecond pulse laser with a high power density and
acceptable average power would be a good choice for
exciting UCNPs efficiently. Pulsed laser excitation of
UCNPs has already been introduced in some reports,
however, it was used just to perform lifetime measurement or control the emission spectrum34-36. How to
improve the QY using a pulsed laser has not yet been
studied nor mentioned.
In short, successful translations of the use of
UCNPs from laboratories to clinics require further
studies involving the exploitation of larger detection
depth, higher QY and quicker microscopy. In this
article we propose a novel evanescent wave (EW)
excitation modality for rapid imaging and tracking of
UCNPs as well as in vitro cancer cell membrane imaging. Experimental results show that this scanning-free method has advantages of rapid track, ultrahigh contrast and high spatiotemporal resolution.
The impact of the tissue’s optical properties on the
deep imaging ability of a shifted excitation wavelength for fluorescence diffusion optical imaging
(FDOI) is then investigated. All simulations with
http://www.thno.org
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various tissue property parameters verify the deep
imaging ability of 920 nm excitation. In our experiments a semiconductor 920 nm laser was used to excite UCNP inclusions in a tissue phantom at five
depths. It was shown both experimentally and computationally that 920 nm laser excitation in
UCNP-based FDOI could lead to a larger imaging
depth range compared to that of traditional 974 nm
excitation. Finally, a pulsed laser is proposed to replace a CW laser in order to improve the fluence rate
within the tissue. With a doubled fluence rate, the
quantum yield was also doubled.

Nanoparticles Synthesis and Characterization
Materials
Lanthanide oxides (Tm2O3, Yb2O3, Y2O3, Ho2O3
and Er2O3), trifluoroacetic acid (99%), sodium trifluoroacetate (98%), and 5-mercaptosuccinic acid
(MSA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All lanthanide oxides utilized were 99.99% purity or higher.
1-Octadecene (90%), oleic acid (90%), anhydrous
ethanol, anhydrous methanol, aqueous ammonia
(~30%), cyclohexane and chloroform were purchased
from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. (China). Polyethylene glycol (PEG) (DSPE-mPEG-5000) was purchased from Creative PEGWorks, Inc. Intralipid was
purchased from Zhejiang Univ. Hospital. The antibody anti-CEA8 (anti-CEAcam8/CD67) was purchased from Beijing Biosynthesis Biotechnology
Co.,Ltd. HeLa cancer cell lines were supplied from the
Medical School of Zhejiang University. All of the
chemicals were used without further purification, and
deionized (DI) water was used in the whole experimental procedure.
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oleic acid (90%). The obtained solutions were slowly
heated to 110 ℃ under vacuum with magnetic stirring
for 40 minutes (to remove residual water and oxygen),
during which the flask was purged periodically with
dry argon gas. After the water was evaporated, the
clear and yellow solution was heated to 310 ℃ at a
rate of about 20 °C per minute under argon gas protection and kept at this temperature under vigorous
stirring for about half an hour. Finally the heated solution was rapidly cooled down to 75 °C. NaYF4: Yb3+
/Er3+ were precipitated by the addition of 50 mL ethanol and isolated via centrifugation at 3500 g for 5
mins. The resulting pellet was then washed twice with
a mixture of methanol and ethanol (1:1) and isolated
via centrifugation at 3500 g each time. The resulting
muddy nanoparticles were dispersed in cyclohexane
or chloroform by sonicating for 10 minutes for further
characterization.
The optically equivalent phantom was prepared
using intralipid and black ink with optical properties
listed in Table 1 based on the report of time-of-flight
measurement study38. The surface modification of
UCNPs for in vitro cell membrane imaging was performed according to the previously reported
method21.

Table 1. Optical properties for calculations (part) and
experiments (cm-1).
λ* (nm) μα (tissue) μs' (tissue) μα (UCNPs) μs'
(UCNPs)

η
(UCNPs)

974

0.54

5.5

0.06

1

0.3 %

920

0.13

6.5

0.015

1

0.3 %

800

0.08

8.0

0

1

0.3 %

* denotes excitation or emission light wavelength.

Synthesis of NaYF4: 20%Yb3+ /2% Er3+ (Ho3+ or
Tm3+) nanoparticles
NaYF4: 20%Yb3+/2%Er3+ (Ho3+ or Tm3+) were
synthesized using a modified cothermalysis method32,
37. Herein we take the procedure of NaYF : Yb3+ /Tm3+
4
as an example and the other two were synthesized
similarly. 0.025 mmol Er2O3, 0.25 mmol Yb2O3 and
0.975 mmol Y2O3 were mixed and then solubilized in
20 mL of 50% aqueous trifluoroacetic acid at 80 ℃ in a
three-neck round-bottom flask. After about 2 hours
the solution became clear and then the residual water
and acid were slowly and completely evaporated at 85
℃. Subsequently 5 mL DI water was added to
re-dissolve the dried white powder. 4.5 mmol of sodium trifluoroacetate was then added to the reaction
vessel with 20 mL of 1-octadecene (90%) and 20 mL of

Characterizations
These as-prepared UCNPs could form a clear,
transparent colloidal suspension both in chloroform
and cyclohexane. The size and shape of UCNPs were
characterized by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). The representative TEM image in figure 1(a)
showed that these were well-dispersed nanoparticles
with a mean diameter of about 20 nm and a relatively
narrow size distribution, favorable nanoparticle
morphology for bioimaging and biosensing. Three
kinds of different rare earth ions doped with NaYF4:
Yb3+ /Er3+, Yb3+ /Ho3+ and Yb3+ /Tm3+ were synthesized separately, to emit light with different colors
(red and green, as shown in figure 1(b)).

http://www.thno.org
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Figure 1. (a) Representative TEM picture of UCNPs (NaYbF4: Yb3+/Ho3+); the photoluminescence (PL) imaging of (b) NaYbF4: Yb3+/Ho3+ (green emission)
and (c) NaYbF4: Yb3+/Er3+ (red emission). The samples were dried on the glass slide before laser scanning microscopy experiments.

Evanescent wave excitation for rapid microscopy
System configuration and its working principle
In total internal reflection microscopy (TIRM), a
small portion of the reflected light penetrates through
the interface and propagates parallel to the surface in
the plane of incidence. This generates an electromagnetic field in the liquid adjacent to the interface. This
field is termed the EW, and is capable of exciting
emissive samples (or being scattered by nanoparticles) residing in the immediate region near the interface. The EW intensity I decays exponentially with the
increasing distance z from the interface according to
the following equation:
I(z)=I0 e-z/d

…(1)

Here, I0 is the intensity at the interface. The characteristic penetration depth (d) at λ, the wavelength of
incident light in a vacuum, is given by:
d=λ/(4π((n1sinθ)2-n22)1/2)

…(2)

where n1 is the refractive index of the cover glass; n2 is
the refractive index of the water solution and θ is the
incident angle on the glass/water interface. The penetration depth d is independent of the polarization
direction of the incident light, and decreases as the
reflection angle gets larger. This value is also dependent upon the illumination wavelength and the
refractive indices of the media present at the interface.
In general, the value of d is on the order of the incident
wavelength, or perhaps somewhat smaller. When the
incident angle equals the critical value, d approaches

infinity, and the wave-fronts of refracted light are
normal to the surface.
In this work, the TIRM was performed based on
an Olympus TIRM illuminator accessory for an inverted IX-71 microscope, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). A 980
nm single mode laser is coupled to the microscope via
an external port. The alignment of the input fibre
connector with the microscope optical path is adjustable in order to tune the incident light angle through a
high NA objective. An adaptable Dichroic mirror and
filters were used for excitation and emission light. The
upconversion luminescence from UCNPs went into
an EMCCD (Andor iXon3 885). Different from linear
fluorescence, nonlinear power dependence (Iem proportional to I ex (n)) of UCNPs will further shorten the
detection depth. According to Eq. (2), the value of d
for 980 nm laser EW is 193.6 nm [n1(cover
glass)=1.518, n2(water)=1.33, incident angle 66o]. The
corresponding detection depths for two-photon excitation (green and red emission of UCNPs) and
three-photon (blue and ultraviolet emission) excitation are 96.8 nm and 64.5 nm, respectively. The three
decay curves were shown in Fig. 1(b). Increasing the
incident angle can enable smaller detection depth. The
dimension of cell membrane thickness is on the order
of 10 nm. And thus EW excited UCNPs is capable of
imaging a single events on the cell membrane with
ultrahigh (both spectral and spatial) contrast39. Note
that our proposed EW excitation modality for UCNPs
can be used for both thin and thick samples because
the PL detection could work in both backward and
forward modes (prism-based TIRF), even though the
imaging depth is smaller than 100 nm.

http://www.thno.org
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram for the setup of the proposed objective-based TPEW imaging system. Detailed light-path is shown with the red indicating
the excitation laser beam (980 nm) and the green light indicating the luminescence signal. TIRF objective: 100×, NA=1.45. (b) Calculated intensity decay
curves of EW excited luminescence for three cases: linear excitation process, two-photon excitation process (green, red and NIR emission of UCNPs) and
three-photon excitation process (blue emission of UCNPs).

High speed particles tracking and cell membrane imaging
The prepared UCNP samples were employed to
perform fast nanoparticle tracking and live cell
membrane imaging. TIRM imaging mode can only
detect the UCNPs located within the depth of 96.8 nm
(two-photon NaYF4:Yb3+/Ho3+) and thus eliminate
the background of z direction. Our system can be easily
switched
between
epifluorescence
and
through-the-objective TIRM illumination. The advantage of through-the-objective TIRM over epifluorescence was measured and analysed. Compared to
Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) has no scattering background signal, resulting in much higher signal noise ratio (SNR).
In epi-fluorescence illumination, the excited sample
region along the z-axis is relatively large (due to its
poor z-axis resolution) and excitation/emission light
suffers from scattering (as demonstrated in Fig. 3(a)),
which would blur the image. It’s also worth pointing
out that in a common wide field microscopy the excitation light would be strongly absorbed when going
through the cell growth media (water solution), and
consequently may induce photo-damage. This has
been systematically studied in previous reports. On
the contrary, TIRF has a very high axial resolution and
no excitation energy to damage the sample. Furthermore, EW (evanescent wave) excited UCNPs are capable of imaging a single event/molecule of the cell
membrane (important for the extended bioapplications), which cannot be implemented by wide field
epi-fluoresence microscopy.

Then the highly diluted UCNP aqueous suspension of different emissions (only the result of
NaYF4:Yb3+/Er3+ was shown in Fig. 3(a)) was used to
perform particle (single particles or a few particles)
tracking. EW excitation does not require any scanning
and enables rapid real-time monitoring of the movement of single nanoparticles. The imaging stack was
analysed with a 100 ms record time interval and the
result of one particle was shown in pictures No. 1 to
25. The detailed moving trace of this UCNP can be
recorded during the time of 2.5 s, which probably is
needed for finishing single image in the UCNP-based
laser imaging system. Combining the benefit of TIRM
and the ultrahigh sensitivity of EMCCD, ultra–fast
imaging can be implemented in this system. As
shown in Fig. 4 (b), in a large area (about 70um by 70
um) the image was captured at a rate of 350 fps to
track the trajectory of nanoparticle. The trajectory data
were analysed and displayed in difference colours. A
few particles imaging and fast tracking were well
demonstrated to be significantly advantageous over
the other UCNP imaging modality. The TIRM modality is a powerful tool for cell membrane study, which
is very important for studying the interaction of
UCNP and cell. In this work, surface-functionalized
UCNPs were also employed to label HeLa cancer
cells. The cancer cell experiments were performed
similar to the previous work. As shown in Fig. 5, the
positions of UCNPs luminescence agree well with the
position of cancer cells, which demonstrate the successful live cell membrane imaging of MPEW excited
UCNPs.

http://www.thno.org
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Figure 3. Comparison of luminescent microscopy from NaYF4:Yb3+/Er3+ in (a) epi-fluorescence imaging mode (red-indicated light was scattering/background) and (b) TIRM imaging mode at water-glass interfaces (green-indicated signal could be seen clearly).

Figure 4. Rapid particle tracking in water solution (a) pictures No. 1 to 25 show the fast moving with a record time interval of 100 ms; (b) tracks of
nanoparticles in water solution with a very high imaging rate of 350 fps (frame/second). The white scale bars are 10 um.

Figure 5. NaYF4: 20% Yb3+/2% Er3+ assisted live cell membrane imaging with (a) bright field image, (b) EW excited luminescence image and (c) overlay
image.

Tissue property dependent imaging
depth at 920-nm band
The diffusion approximation for light propagation in biological turbid media can be modeled with
diffusion equation (DE)10. Fluorescence diffusing imaging in turbid media can be described as two DEs,
with one describing the excitation light propagation

and the other the fluorescence emission propagation.
In the steady state, they can be written as
(-Dex▽2+μαex) Φex(r)=S(r)

…(3)

(-Dem▽2+μαem) Φem(r)= η(r) μ[Φex(r)]2

…(4)

and
where μα, μs', and D(=1/(3μα+3μs') denote the absorphttp://www.thno.org
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tion, reduced scattering and diffusion coefficients of
tissue (ex: excitation; em: emission), Φ(r) the photon
fluence rate, S(r) the source term, η(r) the quantum
yield of UCNPs, μ the absorption coefficient of
UCNPs. Light in tissue is not only scattered but also
absorbed. Due to the absorption, light intensity will be
exponentially attenuated. Compared to 920 nm light,
974 nm light has much higher absorption in tissue.
Therefore, 974 nm light would fade away much more
quickly so that deep UCNP inclusion cannot be excited for emission. Excitation light propagation simulations in turbid media were made to compare the
light fluence rate distributions of these two different
excitation lasers (without UCNPs). The geometry and
configurations for simulations were schematically
given in Fig. 6(a). Typical optical parameters settings
are listed in Table 1, calculated based on the reported
method and data40, 41. A circular laser beam (diameter:
10 mm) illuminated the tissue from the center of the
bottom. Picture (a) and (b) in Fig. 7 has shown the
cross-sectional slices of 920 nm and 974 nm photon
fluence rate (u) distributions (log(u)), respectively.
Due to much larger absorption coefficient, 974 nm
light was rapidly absorbed by tissue while 920 nm
laser light could penetrate through a deeper distance
as shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). Light fluence rate in
Fig. 2(b) has a more concentrated distribution near the
incident area.
Then equations (3) and (4) were used to calculate
UC PL photon propagation with UCNP inclusion at
five controlled depths (2.5, 6.5, 10, 13.5, and 17.5
(mm)). The intensities of UC PL on the top surface
boundary were exacted out and the ratio
(920nm-excited over 974nm- excited) at each depth
was calculated to compare their deep imaging ability.
These ratio values were plotted as a function of depth,
as shown in curve (2) in Fig. 2 (c) (Fig. 2 (d) as well).
The intensity ratio was plotted as a function of inclusion depth (curve i in Fig. 2(c)). Since 974 nm light has
a higher excitation efficiency the ratio value is less
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than 1 in the small depth range (about 0.063 at 2.5 mm
depth). When it became deeper, more rapid attenuation of 974 nm light resulted in a sharp increase of this
ratio. At the depth of 17.5 mm a ratio value of 2.9 was
achieved, which means 920 nm light could excite
nearly 3 times more UC photons than 974 nm light.
Equivalent depth (ED) is defined as the UCNP depth
of ratio value 1. Theoretically the ED depends on the
optical properties. Increased scattering and larger
absorption ratio (974 nm/920 nm) will both result in a
smaller ED.
To investigate the impact of the optical properties of the tissue on the deep imaging ability of 920 nm
excitation, four additional tissues with different absorption and scattering coefficients were studied in
the calculation. With a fixed absorption coefficient
(e.g., 0.54 cm-1 @ 974 nm), two tissues were set with
different reduced scattering coefficients (e.g., 4.5 cm-1
and 6.5 cm-1 @ 974 nm). The coefficients at other
wavelengths were correspondingly changed using the
calculation method and tissue components spectra in
the reported work40, 41. On the contrary, another group
of tissues with different absorption coefficients (the
reduced scattering is fixed) was also studied. Similarity, the ratio values (920nm-excited over 974nm- excited) at each depth were calculated for each case and
the results were shown in Fig. 7(c). The 974 nm light
absorption of tissue is dependent on the water contents of tissue species. Even though the deep imaging
ability in tissue with lower absorption (4.5 cm-1 @ 974
nm) is not so remarkable as in the case of tissue with
more water (6.5 cm-1 @ 974 nm), a 920 nm laser is still
advantageous over 974 nm when the imaging depth is
larger than 1.4 cm. In some tissues rich in water (e.g.,
prostate) the absorption coefficient is normally very
large (> 6.5 cm-1), and the ratio is up to 4 at the depth
of 1.75 cm. After comparisons of curves i, ii, iii and
curves i, iv, v, the deep imaging ability of 920 nm excitation is significant in a wide range of tissue optical
properties.

Figure 6. Schematics illustrating geometries and configurations of (a) simulation model and (b) FDOI experiments. A laser beam of circular shape illuminates on the bottom of the phantom. One CCD camera is used to capture an image for every depth and excitation on the other side. Depth of UCNP
inclusions refers to vertical distance from tissue bottom to the center of glass tube.

http://www.thno.org
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Figure 7. Cross-sectional slices of simulated (a) 920 nm and (b) 974 nm photon fluence rate (log(u)) distributions in yz half-plane; (c) ratio of UC PL at each
depth (curveⅰ); ratio values for different scattering (curves ⅱand ⅲ); ratio values for different absorption properties (curves ⅳ andⅴ); all the simulation
results (curves ⅱ-ⅴin (c)) indicate that 920 nm light could excite UC PLs more efficiently in deep tissue with various optical tissue properties.

Then tissue phantom experiments were carried
out to further validate our calculation studies. A glass
tube filled with as-prepared clear NaYF4: Yb3+/Tm3+
chloroform suspension was embedded in the phantom at the previous five controlled depths. The
phantom was imaged with the system depicted in Fig.
6(b). At each depth and each excitation the image was
captured by CCD with the same exposure time (Fig. 8
(a) to 8 (j)) . At the depth of 2.5 mm, the emission from
UCNP has to go through a long way of being scattered and absorbed before reaching the CCD camera,
and consequently the outline of the tube at 2.5 mm
depth cannot be seen while those at 15 mm and 17.5
mm can be seen clearly. The PL spectrum was analyzed with tunable liquid crystal filters. The peaks at
800 nm wavelength indicated that the PL was emitted
from NaYF4: Yb3+/Tm3+. The two sets of normalized
curves in the inset of Fig. 8(k) show the spectra and
normalized intensities of UC PL excited by a 920 nm
laser and 974 nm laser, respectively. With increased
excitation depth, the boundary PL intensity diffusing
from UCNP inclusions decrease because a deeper
position requires the excitation light to experience
much more scattering and absorption. After comparing these two sets of spectra one could easily see that
the five peak intensities (f’-j’) have a more rapid descent trend than those (a’-e’) have, which is attributed
to a much higher tissue absorption at 974 nm. The
calculated intensity ratio had a good agreement with
the simulated results, as shown in curves of Fig. 8(k).
The factors affecting the QY of UCNPs include

ion doping, host material, size and shape of nanoparticles, surface defects, external enhancement, etc.
Although lots of efforts have been made to improve
the emission efficiency of UCNPs, their QY is still
relatively low. It is of utmost importance to substantially improve it to realize deep imaging and therapy.
Due to the nonlinear dependence, its QY is also power
density dependent. One commonly used excitation
method is a CW laser, where larger excitation intensity for stronger UC PL may induce an overheating
effect, because almost all the absorbed light energy
will be transformed into heat, resulting in a significant
local temperature rise. In principle, a pulsed laser
with higher power density would increase the QY.
The two-photon process of UCNPs relies on the long
lifetime in the intermediate states rather than virtual
states; the saturation power density is much lower
than two photon organic dyes. Thus an ultrafast pulse
laser (with pulse duration much shorter than lifetime
of UCNPs) does not greatly improve the QY. A microsecond or millisecond pulsed laser could drastically improve the QY. Controlling the pulse width
and repetition rate could generate an excitation of
higher power density but with an acceptable average
power, which is accessible using some commercially
available laser. Alternatively, a cost effective way is to
use a mechanical chopper to modulate a CW laser
source, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). With a tunable modulation frequency, the dynamic ranges of the pulse
width and repetition rate are very user-friendly. In
this work, we demonstrated that a pulsed laser with
http://www.thno.org
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higher power density could generate a higher fluence
rate within the exposed tissue, which can improve the
QY of UCNPs distributing within such a tissue. For
simplicity, two laser sources with the same average
power were set to CW and pulsed modes, as shown in
Fig. 9 (b). The tissue sample was shown in Fig. 9 (c). In
dimension, it is a cylinder tissue block with a radius of
3 cm and a length of 3 cm, which is close to the case of
small mouse experiments. The tissue optical properties were set to an absorption coefficient of 5.4 cm-1
and a reduced scattering coefficient of 5.5 cm-1. The
wavelength of the laser is 974 nm and the average
power is 500 mW. The peak power and pulse width
for the pulsed (5 KHz modulation, square wave pulse)
laser is 1 W and 200 us (comparable to the lifetime of
UCNPs), respectively. Based on the diffusion equa-
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tion described in equation (3), the fluence rate within the
tissue was calculated for both excitations. As shown in Fig.
10 (a), a higher power density pulsed laser induced a
higher fluence rate inside the tissue. The QY of UCNPs is
proportional to the excitation power density under unsaturated excitation. Based on the reported curve, the QY
of UCNPs embedded within the tissue was also calculated
for each depth, as shown in Fig. 10 (b). At each depth, a
pulsed laser could generate a doubled QY compare to the
CW excitation mode. Such doubled QY would definitely
improve the deep imaging ability and PDT efficiency. This
QY improvement only relies on the unique property of
nonlinear PL process and has nothing to do with other
factors, such as the absolute QY value, the size/shape of
UCNPs, or the ions doping.

Figure 8. Experimental results: UC PL image (38×51 mm2) at each depth and each excitation (920 nm excited: a-e, 980 nm excited: f-j); normalized UC PL
spectra (the inset); ratio value at each depth compared to simulated results (the curves in k). Pulsed excitation to improve QY.

Figure 9. (a) The schematics of using chopper to modulate a CW laser and control the repetition rate, tunable modulation frequency (Hz ~ KHz) for the
tunable width of pulse and repetition rate; (b) the case for calculation, two excitation lasers (CW and pulsed laser) with the same average power; (c) the
schematics of tissue configurations for simulating photon fluence rate distributions and quantum yields within tissue.
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Figure 10. (a) Calculated fluence rates within tissue (with optical properties given in the text) under excitation by CW and pulsed 974 nm, respectively;
(b) the corresponding QYs for the UCNPs (excited by CW and pulsed laser) as a function of depth.

Conclusion
For the first time the EW has been proposed to
excite lanthanide-doped UCNPs for microscopy. The
analyzed experimental results – particles tracking and
in vitro cell membrane imaging – have revealed that
this new imaging method for UCNPs is non-scanning,
ultrahigh contrast and high spatiotemporal resolution. The present novel technique will be a very powerful tool for many UCNP-based applications, such as
single particles/molecules imaging, single proteins
tracking and single events monitoring in the bioprocess. Studies with different tissues have been made to
illustrate the impact of optical properties of the tissue
on the deep imaging ability of 920 nm band excitation.
With simulated and experimental results, the 920 nm
laser has been shown to have deep imaging ability in
a wide dynamic range of tissue optical properties.
This study has substantially testified that a shifted
wavelength – to avoid the strong light absorption of
tissue – has remarkable feasibility and applicability.
With the benefit of a power density dependent QY, a
pulsed laser has been proposed to replace a CW laser
to increase the QY of UCNPs. Our simulations clearly
indicate that UCNPs embedded in the tissue can obtain a double QY under chopper modulated excitation.
This proposal enables one to use a more effective
pulse laser to further improve the imaging depth and
PDT efficiency. In short, several optimizations of optical excitations of UCNPs have been comprehensively demonstrated for rapid microscopy, deeper
tissue imaging and higher QY. These three methods/aspects about UCNP performance are related to
each other. For example, pulsed excitation could be
used in a TIRF method to further improve the speed
of imaging, and appropriate excitation wavelength

shift together with pulsed excitation could further
improve the deep imaging ability. These proposed
optical optimizations will improve the applicability of
UCNPs and further catalyze their development in the
field of biomedical optics.
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glycol; TEM: transmission electron microscopy; TIRM:
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